
Answer below

NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 List of starting

players
7 Play’s players

11 ISS partner
14 “Respect”-ful

name?
15 Body or knock

lead-in
16 PMs
17 Index functions
20 Brunswick or

mulligan, e.g.
21 Sheer linen fabric
22 Shoulder ornament
27 Part of LBJ
28 Shrubby plant

having apricot
flowers with four
petals

31 Edible tubers
32 Bellicose god
33 Billy Joel song, “__

Got a Way”
34 1977 George Burns

film
36 Con’s quarters
40 Container weight
41 Asia Minor region
42 Fecundation
48 Edible submarines
49 Taxing
50 T.S. from St. Louis
51 NBA part
53 Catholic professions

of faith
60 Half a fly?
61 Jacob’s twin
62 Novice
63 RR stop

64 Belgrade
native

65 Earthquakes

DOWN
1 Lancelot du __
2 Sale-tag abbr.
3 Actor Keanu
4 UFO fliers
5 Grunting sounds
6 Sentence analyzer
7 Al fresco hangout
8 From the top
9 Orch. section

10 Items of men’s
jewelry

11 Brendan Fraser
movie, “__ Man”

12 Inscribed stone
markers

13 Set taxes
18 Diminutive ending
19 Roulette bet in

Monte Carlo
22 Guessed figs.
23 Egyptian god of

creation
24 Rhine feeder
25 Some Spanish
26 Mormon ltrs.
27 Teacher’s

deg.

29 Bet
30 Sign of a hit
34 Blockheads
35 Otto I’s realm
36 Coconut fiber
37 Automaker Ferrari
38 In __ of
39 Glasgow guys
40 Fearsome flies
41 Land in the Seine
42 Bureaus
43 Itemize once again
44 Theologian from

Alexandria
45 In the near future
46 Daniel of internet

clips
47 Cores
51 To a distance
52 Ticket record
54 Sugar suffix
55 Olympic runner

Sebastian
56 King of France
57 Positive hand

signals
58 Fig. of speech
59 His in Hyeres
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

Cy sees it through

Torn meniscus may not require surgery
Dear Dr. Roach: I was

diagnosed with a torn menis-
cus in my knee. I have read
that physical therapy is as
effective as surgery, but I don’t
know what exercises to do. I
had a cortisone shot, and that
helped. I felt that my doctor
was too quick to say that I
need surgery. I am 80 years old
and am healthy. — D.C.

The menisci are cartilage
structures that provide shock-
absorbing support in the knee.
Tears are quite common, and
treatment is based on the
symptoms. Both physical ther-
apy and surgery are used, but
unless symptoms are really
debilitating, it almost always
is worth a trial of physical
therapy. The goals of physical
therapy are to help stabilize
the knee through strengthen-
ing the muscles.

I can’t tell you what exer-
cises to do, since it depends
entirely on your specific type
of tear and how it’s affect-

ing you. Only an experienced
therapist can tell you the
appropriate therapies after a
taking a history and perform-
ing a physical exam.

It sounds to me as though
you may wish to bypass your
doctor and try to treat your-
self. I’d recommend against
this. As the patient, you have
the say on what you want your
treatment to be, and I think
your doctor would understand
that you want to avoid surgery.
I don’t see why your doctor
isn’t recommending the usual
course of PT. If it doesn’t
work, and you do need sur-
gery, then at least you would
feel comfortable knowing you
did what you could to avoid
it. But my experience is that
most people with mild/moder-
ate symptoms of a meniscal
tear do very well with PT, and
avoid the need for surgery.

Dear Dr. Roach: I read
with great interest your
recent newspaper column
about ibuprofen helping to
reduce nocturia. I recently
started having intermittent
bouts of six or more trips a
night to the bathroom, with
a now norm of three to four
trips. The urologist diagnosed
it as benign prostatic hyper-
plasia and prescribed Flomax.
However, I could not tolerate
it, and he has put me on fin-
asteride, which I understand
may take a long time for full
effectiveness.

After reading the corre-
spondence about ibuprofen,
I decided to try one 200-mg
tablet. I was amazed that I
woke up only once to urinate!
I tried 325 mg of aspirin the
next night, but it didn’t work.
Third night, I went back to the
ibuprofen, with similar suc-
cess as before.

I am concerned about long-
term use of NSAIDs since I
have had a bleeding ulcer in

the past and regularly take
Zantac at night for GERD.
Your thoughts? — Z.F.

Ibuprofen increases the
risk of bleeding ulcers, and
two major risk factors are
being over 65 and history of
previous bleeding ulcer, so I
think you are right to be con-
cerned. However, the very low
dose of 200 mg once nightly
is not likely to trigger a large
increase in risk, so it’s real-
ly a question of balancing a
low risk of a serious problem
against the benefit.

Zantac, and other medi-
cines like it, do little to pre-
vent stomach bleeding from
anti-inflammatory medicines
like ibuprofen. Omeprazole
(Prilosec) and medicines like
it do reduce risk, as does miso-
prostol. Given the expected
modest risk from a low dose,
I don’t recommend taking a
medicine to reduce your risk,
but it’s appropriate to discuss
with your doctor.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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